THE NEXT
GENERATION
OF GIVING IN
THE UK
2013
A donor study on the multi-channel preferences and charitable
habits of Generation Y, Generation X, Baby Boomers and Matures.

Introduction
With the fundraising landscape shifting, finding new supporters is a top priority for not-for-profit organisations, large
and small. But where are these donors and how do we engage them?
Our 2012 survey consulted 1,498 UK donors across all generations in order to find out how they learn about, donate to,
and engage with not-for-profit organisations. We also asked donors about their communication preferences and where
they prefer to be asked to donate.
We had previously conducted cross-generational studies in the US and Canada, which produced very useful insights for
the benefit of the not-for-profit sector. Now we have a similar study in the UK that shows how varying age groups give
and engage. We can also compare UK findings with those from the US and Canada.
The findings? Some giving patterns and characteristics distinguish UK donors as a whole. There are also some
interesting differences between generations with regard to giving and engagement. We summarise our findings in the
following brief report.
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Estimated total annual amount given by each age segment

Gen Y

x

(b. 1981 -1991)

£

0.6
BILLIon

£ 4.3 BILLIon TOTAL

Boomers
(b. 1946 -1964)

1.2

£
BILLIon

Gen X

(b. 1965 -1980)

1.2

£
BILLIon

Matures

(b 1945 or earlier)

1.3

£
BILLIon

Figure 1: Estimated total annual amount given by each age segment
* Figures do not include contributions to trade unions, schools, and
places of worship.
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Generational

How much is a donor worth?

Everyone knows that Mature donors are golden — they are the most loyal donors — but they will not live forever!
With many years of philanthropic giving still ahead of them, and significant giving potential, Boomer and Gen X
donors are now the most valuable players of the third sector and UK organisations should pay close attention to their
giving and communication preferences. This report shows that building an integrated (cross-channel) marketing plan
best respects their multi-channel predisposition.

Gen Y

Gen X

And while Gen Y donors may not have money now, they are often the most xengaged in participating online and sharing
actions with others online. They are the most open and flexible in the ways they like to be approached, communicated
with and solicited by not-for-profit organisations. UK organisations can use this generation’s flexibility and love of
social sharing to their advantage to help raise their organisation’s profile, help cement lasting relationships with these
individuals and begin to instill in them the importance of their philanthropic commitment for the future.

(b.1981 -1991)

Boomers

Generational
Snapshot
(b. 1946-1964)

(b. 1965-1980)

Gen Y

b. 1981 - 91

Matures
Gen X Boomers Matures
(b. 1945 or earlier)

x - 80
b. 1965

b. 1946 - 64

b. 1945
or earlier

Desire to increase £$ and time commitment

4.6
43%

4.6
35%

5.4
20%

5.3
15%

Thinking about what they will leave behind to
the charities they care about

30%

31%

28%

19%

Visit website before giving
Concerned about overhead costs for charities

60%
70%

47%
74%

27%
78%

25%
75%

Give randomly based on who pulls on
their heartstrings

57%

54%

37%

43%

90%
55%
32%
17%

79%
40%
26%
11%

66%
22%
20%
3%

66%
17%
14%
2%

Use Facebook
Use Twitter

in Use LinkedIn
Use Pinterest
Figure 2: Generational donor profiles
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How are donors giving?
Perhaps it’s not surprising that the majority of donors indicate that they
are giving either through donations at a shop counter or through a charity
gift shop. If your organisation is not in this space at all, you are losing
a huge proportion of donors. Even small and local organisations can
plan impactful in-store purchase/donation programs; while they may
not always be a significant revenue driver, they help raise awareness of
your organisation’s brand and cause. The fact that so many donors in our
survey reported giving through this method proves that this isn’t a small
and forgettable experience. Donors see this as part and parcel of their
charitable giving.

Masters of Mobile
UK donors are more likely to give via
their mobile phones when compared
with North American donors (11% of
UK donors vs. 8% of US donors and 3%
of Canadian donors). The challenge for
fundraisers in the UK is translating smaller
gift amount mobile giving into longer
term, more profitable forms of giving
such as becoming a regular monthly
donor.

A further interesting finding is the prevalence of regular giving. In the
UK, more than one-third of donors make donations through monthly
direct debit compared to one-quarter in Canada and less than one-fifth
in the US! And Mature donors are leading the charge. Nearly half of Matures give via monthly direct debit compared
to just one-quarter of Gen Y. That’s right: Matures are twice as likely as Gen Y to give monthly! What’s more, when
Matures start supporting an organisation, more than one-quarter give their very first gift this way.
UK not-for-profit organisations can build on this very strong foundation by effectively stewarding regular givers and
providing more of these donors with middle gift and legacy opportunities. These are loyal committed donors who, with
the appropriate approach, could provide huge untapped larger gift and legacy potential.

Donation at shop counter

45.4%
44.7%

Charity gift shop
Monthly direct debit

36.0%

Tribute gift

20.1%
18.4%
17.3%
17.2%
14.7%
14.1%
11.0%

Online via website
Third-party vendor
As a gift to someone
Gift by post
Fundraising event (cheq. or pledge)
Text message/ SMS
Social network site
Phone
Planned gift
Gift of stocks, bonds, or property

5.5%
5.5%
4.1%
2.2%
Figure 3: Donation channels used in the past 12 months
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How are donors giving (cont’d)
Many fundraisers believe that only younger donors give online, but our survey shows this is not true at all!
Donors of all ages are now giving donations online via an organisation’s website. A Mature donor is nearly equally
as likely to give an online gift as a Gen Y donor! This is something to keep in mind when thinking about website
design. Is the donation page easy to find? Is the website content easy to read? Is the website clearly organised and welldesigned? Does the website have accessibility options appropriate for your audience, such as alternative font sizes?
Overall there is tremendous variety in the ways donors are giving. Being in multiple channels and providing many
options to give is the key to finding donors of all ages.

North American Comparison: Tribute Giving
In the UK, middle-aged donors are less likely than middle aged donors to make a tribute gift — and are not much more likely
than young donors to make a tribute gift. By comparison, in North America there is a lifecycle influence on tribute giving.
The older you are, the more likely you are to make a tribute gift. Is this a missed opportunity with UK not-for-profits? If you
don’t have a tribute gift programme, you may wish to consider starting one. This could be as easy as offering your donors the
option of memorial, honour, and celebration e-cards and/or cards when they donate.

What causes are donors giving to?
People give to things that are ‘near and dear’ to their hearts. From Figure 4 below, you can see that the three largest
recipients of donor generosity in the UK are organisations related to health, children and animal welfare. This is not
surprising, considering so many donors have a personal connection to these causes.
The reality is that if you are fundraising for an organisation related to human rights, advocacy or the arts, you may
find yourself working twice as hard for the same level of attention and commitment from UK donors. Find that
emotional connection, find the people that are close to your cause and define your message around this.

Health charities

67.7%

Children’s charities

50.5%

Animal welfare

36.9%

Emergency relief

30.4%

Local social service

21.0%

Environmental/ conservation

17.7%

Human rights and international development

16.9%

Advocacy groups
Education
Arts

7.0%
5.5%
3.7%
Figure 4: Type of organisations donors gave to over the past 12 months
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How do donors first engage?
Making that first connection with a potential supporter is critical.
But what are the most effective ways to do this?
UK donors confirm that peer-to-peer communication is the
most important way they learned about the charitable causes
that they give to — whether in-person, through email, or via
social media postings. This speaks to the importance of giving
donors easy ways to share your brand.
Mainstream media (radio, television and newspapers) also plays a
critical role, as does mail.

The Critical Role of Mass Media
Mass media plays a hugely important role
in introducing UK donors to a charity for
the first time. Do you have an integrated
plan between communications, marketing,
public relations and fundraising? You will
want to ensure that your organisation
facilitates getting more people involved
— many of whom will eventually donate
to your cause. Only by fully integrating
all communications can you ensure
maximum exposure for your organisation.

How donors first learned about the cause

Gen Y

27%
Peer-to-peer
Mainstream Media
15%
School
8%
Came across website 6%
/ enquired directly

Boomers
Peer-to-peer
Mainstream Media
Purchased Item
Mail

Gen X
Peer-to-peer
Mainstream Media
Purchased Item
Mail

Matures
21%
14%
8%
6%

Peer-to-peer
Mainstream Media
Mail
Purchased Item

26%
18%

8%
7%

17%
12%
11%
7%

Figure 5: How donors first learned about the cause
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Donor’s first interaction with the not-for-profit organisation
After learning about a not-for-profit organisation, nearly
half of UK donors reported their first interaction was a
donation. But the other half reported many other ways they first
interact with not-for-profit organisations — including donating
goods like clothing and food, or visiting the website. Each
generation is different: Boomer and Mature donors, for example,
are more likely to make a monetary donation as their first
engagement, whereas Gen Y donors are more likely to visit the
organisation’s website.

High Street Philanthropy: Donating Goods
A significant proportion of UK donors (26% overall)
across all ages donate goods to charity as a first
interaction with the organisation. The deep, mature
marketplace of charity gift shops reflects a strong
UK philanthropic tradition of interacting with
charity brands on the high street. Have you thought
carefully on how you use multiple channels, CRM
and a cultivation and stewardship experience that
can lead more ‘goods donors’ to become regular
sustainer donors?

Gen Y

Gen X

Boomers

Matures

Monetary Donation

37%

Monetary Donation

46%

Monetary Donation

56%

Monetary Donation

57%

Visited Website

29%

Donated Goods

25%

Donated Goods

29%

Donated Goods

25%

Donated Goods /
Got Information

21%

Visited Website

19%

Got Information/
Supported Friend

19%

Got Information

16%

Figure 6: First interaction with charity or not-for-profit
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How are they currently involved?
When asked about their current involvement with a not-for-profit organisation they have donated to, UK donors
most frequently report that they continue to donate goods and support friends who fundraise for the organisation.
UK donors reported that the most common ways they stay in touch with the organisation are by receiving mail,
visiting an organisation’s website, and receiving email messages and newsletters. Not surprisingly, older age groups
are more likely to receive information in the mail and younger age groups are more likely to get information by
visiting the website. These younger age groups are likely to continue to use digital means to find information.
However, the popularity of email involvement is consistent within all generations. Is your organisation taking full
advantage of email as a means of communication and fundraising?

How donors like to stay engaged
We asked donors about a range of ways to stay in touch and asked their views about the importance of each.
Figure 7 shows that overall, UK donors most frequently report visiting the website as an important way to stay in
touch. Does your website reflect your organisation’s values and mission?

60%

50%

40%

Gen Y

30%

Gen X

20%

Boomers

10%

Matures
Visit their
website

Follow or
Participate
Receive
Get
Receive text/
fan them on SMS messages
information in emails and/or in advocacy
Facebook,
the mail about e-newsletters actions (e.g.
from them
Twitter,
from them sign a petition)
them
about issues of YouTube or any
public concern other social
networking
site

Figure 7: Most important ways to stay in touch
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How Donors Like to Stay Engaged (cont’d)
As expected, the youngest age groups are most likely to report that social media and text are important to them. They
are also somewhat more likely to value email updates, however here Boomers and Matures do not lag far behind.
Older age groups are more likely to value mail communication — yet Gen Y and X follow fairly closely, confirming
mail is still an important communication channel across generations.
Most interestingly, for each generation, more than one-third say advocacy actions are important communications.
How well are you coordinating with your campaigns team? Fundraising and advocacy should not be two distinct and
siloed activities within your organisation.

Appropriateness of prospecting channels
We asked UK donors a series of questions to understand what they thought were appropriate and inappropriate
channels for soliciting a donation.
Across all generations, the vast majority of donors expressed the view that getting asked for a donation by a friend is
an appropriate solicitation. More than half of every age group said an ask through a radio or television programme
was appropriate. One-quarter or more of every age group said that getting asked on the street by an organisation’s
representative was appropriate. Overall, more than one-third of UK donors said that receiving a message on Facebook
from organisations they knew was appropriate.
On the whole, UK donors are more skeptical about getting asked to make a donation on their mobile phones — whether
through a call or text — in comparison to social media or other channels. But it does appear this is becoming more
acceptable among younger age groups. One-fifth of Gen Y donors would be willing to make a donation on their mobile
phone after they give a gift or take an advocacy action.
Email ranks high as an appropriate channel across generations, provided the donor is familiar with the cause. In fact,
almost half of Gen Y, Gen X and Boomers say an email ask is appropriate in this case. This makes a great case for
integrating your digital and offline communication channels when contacting your donors and supporters. For example,
ask for email addresses from existing donors in each communication channel. They may not have used email when they
began their relationship with your organisation, but many will be happy to receive email once they know who you are.
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Key takeaways
If UK not-for-profit organisations are to truly engage their donors and supporters, they will need to understand
the differences between generations of donors not just today, but over time and in a historical context.
Even before discussing the generation gap between older and younger generations, it’s crucial to remember some simple
demographic realities as you shape your organisation’s fundraising strategy.
•

Though they are more loyal and give more than other generations, the population of Mature donors
is declining.

•

Gen Y donors are very engaged with not-for-profit causes and we should find ways to build a culture of
philanthropy among younger donors so they become invested for the long-term. However, because their
giving capacity is limited, they will not be the next generation to bridge the gap in donor giving.

•

Middle-aged donors — both Boomers and Gen X — represent your greatest opportunity for revenue
growth in the next few years.

Why? First, in the total universe of UK donors, Boomers and Gen X generations each have more donors than do
Matures. If the third sector could entice even just an additional 3% of either age group to give, Boomers and Gen X
could easily surpass Matures in total giving! Alternatively, if the existing Boomers or Gen X donors increased their
average gift by just £12 annually, they could also trump Matures for total contributions.
So make sure that your strategy for engagement and giving incorporates all age groups and continues to ask the right
question: Are you targeting the right people, with the right approach?
Create a multi-channel plan for your donors that is based on current reality, not hunches. You’ll want to build a
plan that addresses how different generations of donors are motivated and how they engage.
If you think Gen Y doesn’t read mail, or that Matures don’t engage or give online, you would be… wrong! Each
generation uses every channel — online, mail, phone, mobile — they simply use them in different ways. And it does
appear that some of these differences may be becoming less pronounced over time.
Although Gen Y donors continue to lead the way for online engagement and the use of social media to promote
causes, the generational differences with regard to other online activities are not as great as you might expect.
Online communication and engagement tools still have the most traction with the youngest donors and yet Gen X and
Boomers are adapting to technology more rapidly than anticipated. The research supports targeting Gen X and Boomer
donors with interactive elements like video, petitions and podcasts. With at least one-fifth of Gen X and Boomer donors
willing to try these kinds of communications, these hold great promise as a way to engage these age groups.
Indeed, even Mature donors are engaging and giving online now — and they are using mobile browsing and text, too.
Though this generation of donors is more likely than others to show a preference for mail, nearly half (47%) of Matures
are participating in advocacy actions online, more than one-quarter (26%) are communicating via text and nearly onefifth (17%) are giving online via not-for-profit websites.
These are just some of the reasons why it makes sense to incorporate donors from all generations into your mobile,
online and email strategy.
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Specific channel opportunities
Email: If UK donors are any indication, reluctance to give one’s email address may mean fewer prospective supporters
are signing up for your online newsletter. One way to expand your list-growing potential is by offering more valueadded reasons for donors to provide an email address, e.g. electronic premiums (downloads) or access to special
content. Some organisations also incorporate advocacy actions such as personal pledge and petition campaigns into the
engagement mix. Supporters like these because they learn more about your work and can participate in it first-hand;
your organisation benefits because advocacy is a proven way to increase your profile and grow your supporter base by
capturing email with the action taken.
Phone: On the topic of online advocacy, there are many reasons now to consider phone the go-to channel to convert
your online advocates. When asked whether they’d be willing to donate if called with updates about the impact of their
actions online, one-third of Gen Y donors and one-quarter of Gen X donors said yes! And the experience of many notfor-profit organisations now reflects this.
Mail: Remember that Gen Y and X do engage with mail, they just do so differently. Even though Gen Y and X donors
are the least likely to receive mail and to donate by mail, they value mail as an important way to stay in touch with notfor-profit organisations. You don’t want to discount mail as a key engagement tactic for them!
Website: Donors from all generations visit and donate
through an organisation’s website. Make sure your website
is easy to navigate, fulfills visitor needs and well represents
your cause. Make giving easy by removing barriers to the
donation page and by ensuring that the giving page is simple
to complete. When redesigning, always understand who visits
the organisation’s website and why they visit as well as who
you want to be visiting the website.

Opportunity Knocks
Donors who are giving monthly are the most
engaged and they often give even more if there’s a
good reason. Too many charities in the UK are taking
monthly donors out of the cash mail stream. Many
regular donors will give a single gift when there’s a
special campaign effort, so be sure to ask. Also, try
approaching these donors by phone to ask them to

Monthly giving has come a long way… and yet there’s still
upgrade their gift to help you achieve specific longmore that organisations can do to grow this even more! The
term goals.
fact that a first donation for a Mature donor is just as likely to
be direct debit as it is a cheque by mail is very good news for
the future of the third sector in the UK — especially given the
high annual value and retention rates of monthly giving donors. Moreover, it’s good news for not-for-profit organisations
globally because the UK sets the bar high for the rest of the not-for-profit world.
At the same time, there are still UK organisations that are not making the most of monthly giving and it’s likely that
the amount of monthly revenue could be even higher with new efforts aimed at upgrading current regular givers and the
conversion of single-gift donors to regular giving.
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Peer-to-peer is paramount
With peer-to-peer communication playing such an important role in helping potential donors find you, you want
to be sure you’re doing all you can to encourage it. If you haven’t done so already, incorporate email and social
sharing in everything you do throughout your organisation.
Having a personal connection to the cause is a key driver of gifts — particularly when someone the donor knows asked
them to give. And contrary to the myth of Gen Y being more peer-driven, Gen X and Mature donors appear even more
likely than Gen Y to support a friend or family member who is fundraising on behalf of an organisation or cause.
This is a great reason to have a staff member give advice — by phone or email — to supporters who are taking part in
runs or events and fundraising for your organisation. Having the tools to allow your supporters to fundraise for you is a
start, but these champion supporters will raise more for your cause if they have the advice, help and encouragement of a
fundraising professional to guide and advise them.
Remember that mainstream media is also critical for getting the word out about your cause. While not everyone
has the budget to do advertising campaigns, there are several other ways you can share your story and gain media
coverage for very little cost — whether through special events, campaign launches, or letters to the editor.
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Planning a multi-channel engagement and giving strategy
If you want to begin planning a truly multi-channel engagement and giving strategy today, start by building on the tools
that are currently working with your own target audiences.
For example, if direct mail currently plays a large role in your total giving and engagement, then you’ll likely
want to maintain that core strength. At the same time, you can enhance your organisation’s engagement
possibilities by incorporating emerging tools such as social sharing, mobile browsing and text into your
development and communication plans — and providing several channel options for engagement and giving for
every age group.
And if you have already incorporated a multi-channel strategy to engage a range of age groups, then you know that
building on proven emerging channels like text can work to reach even more supporters and help generate deeper
engagement with them. Think about offering more ‘engagement experiences’ to your supporter base, through invitations
to special events, ‘insider’ tours and telephone town halls with your experts.
Remember to do these straight away:
•

Make sure your website and donation pages are optimised for mobile browsing. Donors of every
generation are giving on their mobile devices! You’ll want to be sure that they can read and respond to your
site content easily from their phone or mobile device.

•

Make sure you are gathering email addresses, post codes and phone numbers on a regular basis. You
can reach more of every generation with more tools at your disposal, so asking for key personal information
will give you a better chance to engage more people and build a relationship with them. And remember,
you don’t have to ask for everything at every touch-point. At minimum, your sign-up forms should include
email and post code as mandatory fields — and for many types of actions, you’ll want to include street
address and phone number in your form fields.

•

Make sure you have integrated plan, all donor communications. By using all available communication
channels and touch points in an integrated plan, you are providing your donors with more opportunities to
interact with you. Internally, this will also mean improved communication between departments which,
in turn, leads to improved overall messaging for your donors. Consistent messaging across all fundraising
channels is only achievable once everyone is on the same page and working within a shared integrated
communications plan.
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About the study
Methods
This survey was conducted by Stratcom from November 2nd to November 5th, 2012, using a proprietary panel,
resulting in 1,498 interviews. To qualify, respondents had to have donated money to a not-for-profit organisation or
charity in the past 12 months (excluding trade unions, schools or places of worship). The full data set, including those
that were disqualified, was weighted to match the regional, gender-age and Social Grade demographics in the UK.

Contributors
Xtraordinary Fundraising
Xtraordinary Fundraising is the result of two sets of fundraising expertise aligning. hjc, specialising in integrated
fundraising, brand building and campaigning since 1992, has joined forces with Aristos Fundraising, who brings direct
response and major donor fundraising expertise to the table. The new UK integrated fundraising agency has a pedigree
of direct marketing expertise as well as new media and digital fundraising. Recognising that there are many digital
agencies serving the commercial world, there is not a single integrated player that offers such breadth and depth as
Xtraordinary does to the charity sector.
We have expertly worked with not-for-profits to bring online and other channels together for successful acquisition,
retention, reinstatement and advocacy campaigning. Our strategic consulting team brings together some of the
most innovative thinkers in the not-for-profit sector. Our in-house production team of designers, programmers and
copywriters can do it all - delivering complete programs to engage your organisation’s core constituencies and advance
your mission and mandate.
For more information, please visit www.xtraordinaryfundraising.co.uk. If you would like Xtraordinary to help apply the
learnings from this study to your organisation, email us at stephenb@xtraordinaryfundraising.co.uk.
Stratcom
Stratcom is an award-winning consulting firm that creates integrated fundraising and campaign strategies for non-profit
organisations. Stratcom has extensive experience in designing, implementing and analysing opinion and donor research.
We also offer a full range of non-profit fundraising services including direct mail, telephone campaigns, online
advocacy and innovative engagement tools.
Over the past 20 years, Stratcom has helped hundreds of mission-driven organisations find, engage and retain
supporters as well as conduct effective public awareness and advocacy campaigns. We have recently expanded to
London, where we have also formed a strategic partnership with one of UK’s leading telephone fundraising agencies,
Pure.
Our organisational strength is in the depth of experience of our consulting team, our passion for non-profit causes and
in our proven ability to use key fundraising and campaign services in an integrated way. Further, Stratcom is always
looking for innovative ways to engage supporters. We were the first to introduce Telephone Town Halls to the Canadian
non-profit sector and we pioneered the concept of converting online supporters to donors through telefundraising.
For more information, please visit www.stratcom.uk.com.
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About the study (cont’d)
Blackbaud
Serving the not-for-profit and education sectors for 30 years, Blackbaud (NASDAQ: BLKB) combines technology and
expertise to help organisations achieve their missions. Blackbaud works with more than 27,000 customers in more
than 60 countries that support higher education, healthcare, human services, arts and culture, faith, the environment,
independent education, animal welfare and other charitable causes. The company offers a full spectrum of cloudbased and on-premise software solutions, and related services for organisations of all sizes including: fundraising,
eMarketing, social media, advocacy, constituent relationship man agement (CRM), analytics, financial management,
digital consultancy, design and vertical-specific solutions. Using Blackbaud technology, these organisations raise
more than $100 billion each year. Recognised as a top company by Forbes, InformationWeek, and Software Magazine
and honoured by Best Places to Work, Blackbaud is headquartered in Charleston, South Carolina and has employees
throughout the US, and in Australia, Canada, Mexico, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. For more information
visit www.blackbaud.co.uk.
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